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Introduction | IMPACTplus
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▪ Who are we?  We are a consultancy firm specialised in sustainable finance and innovation.  

▪ What do we do?  We catalyse [i.e., accelerate] transition to Sustainable Finance by helping banks and investors 
embed sustainability (ESG) factors in all their activities from origination to risk management and reporting 

▪ Through four services

RAISE ESG KNOWLEDGE & 
ACCULTURATION 

ENHANCE CLIMATE and ESG

RISK MANAGEMENT 

IMPROVE ESG DATA 

AND DISCLOSURES

EMBED ESG IN 

FINANCIAL PRODUCTS
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Climate Change| Action Themes and Innovation

Climate change and sustainability (referred to as ESG factors) are gradually expected to be reflected in financial institutions’ (FIs) activities from 
the design and origination of financial products, to risk management, to reporting and disclosures.  

These factors require new data and innovation in data and data infrastructure, methodologies and technologies.  
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Risk Management 
Innovation Needs

Data

Methodologies

Technologies

Sustainable Finance
Products 

Originate of green, 
social and sustainability 

bonds, loans and 
financial services 

Disclosures
Transparency and 

market discipline for 
financial products and
financial institutions 

Risk Management 
Embed climate 

change and ESG in 
risk management

Climate Change 
Scenario Analysis 

Climate Change Actions Themes 
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Climate Change & ESG | Global Banking Landscape
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EU 

▪ European Central Bank (ECB) Guide on climate-
related and environmental risks published in 2020. 
ECB conducted top-down scenario analysis in 2021.  

▪ The European Banking Authority (EBA) consulted 
on ESG in risk management and banking 
supervision (Pillar 2) and Pillar 3 Disclosures. 

US

The Fed is expected to work on better 
understanding climate risk. CFTC 
published a report on managing climate 
risk in the US financial system and the 
SEC is analysing the need for enhanced 
ESG disclosures. 

US
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UK

EU

MX

CR

ASIA

UK 

• The PRA made the management
of climate risk mandatory.  

• Bank of England conducts a 
climate exploratory stress test in 
2021.

ASIA

Bank of China , 
Hong Kong 
Monetary 
Authority Japan 
Financial Services 
Agency 
Monetary 
Authority of 
Singapore are 
taking measures 
for Sustainable 
finance and 
Climate Risk 
Management

Brazil

The largest banks 
support initiatives on 
climate-related risks 
such as the TCFD and 
PRI (Principles for 
Responsible Banking) 

Mexico

The Green Bond 
Principles MX provide 
definitions and examples 
of green assets. 

Banking Sustainability 
Protocol (ABM 2016) in 
alignment with the Paris 
Agreement

Chile 

Chile’s first sovereign 
green bond issue was 
in 2019

The Central Bank of 
Chile aims to include 
climate risk in specific 
stress test

Costa Rica

Costa Rica has adopted 
a plan to achieve a zero 
net emissions economy 
by 2050, in line with the 
objectives of the Paris 
Climate Change 
Agreement.
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Climate Change | LATAM Survey (CAF, FELABAN, UNEP-FI)  

On August 2020, UNEP FI and CAF – Development Bank of Latin America, in collaboration with the Federation of Latin American Banks 
(FELABAN) published the survey “How banks incorporate climate change in their risk management – 1st survey in Latin America & the 
Caribbean”. The sample included 78 banks which represented 54% of total assets of the Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC) market

Selected findings 
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Source: UNEP-FI, CAF, FELABAN: “How banks incorporate climate change in their risk management – 1st survey in Latin America & the Caribbean”

35% of banks integrate climate risk in customers evaluation.  28% 
of banks (smaller ones) do not integrate climate risk in their 
business evaluations. 

Level of Integration of Climate Risks in Business 
Analysis

No 
Integration

Portfolio 
Analysis

Sectoral
Analysis

Project
Analysis

Customer
Analysis

Other

34% of the banks stated that they qualitatively assess climate risks, 
while 41% of the banks stated that they did not have any 
mechanisms to identify, analyse and manage climate risks. 

Methods to Identify, Analyse and Manage 
Climate Risks
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1

2

Impact of bank on the climate

Impact of climate change on the bank

Credit and 
investment 
portfolio

1 Scope 1, 2 and 3 GHG Emissions

Scope 3 should include the so-called “financed 
emissions” which are the GHG emissions generated by 
the credit and investment portfolio, at borrower level

2 Transition and Physical Risk Assessment

Forward-looking Climate Scenario Analysis should be 
used to assess the potential impact of climate change

• The Task Force for Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) initiative of the Financial Stability Board (FSB) provides a 
common reporting framework to measure and report on the impact of the bank on the climate as well as material 
financial impacts of climate-related risks (physical risk and transition risk) and opportunities. 

• The TCFD recommends forward-looking scenario analysis of climate risks over long periods of time, exceeding business 
cycles (e.g., horizon 2030, 2050 and beyond). 

• The TCFD produced supplemental guidance for the financial sector.

Climate Change | TCFD Disclosures Overview
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Aiming to improve the role of the financial system and ensure capital allocation towards green and low 
carbon investments, Central Banks and Supervisors of different countries formed (or joined on a 
voluntary basis), the Network for Greening the Financial System (NGFS)
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54 members, 
representing 5 

continents

Membership in 2019 NGFS’s recommendations for Supervisors

Supervision of ¾ 
of GSIBs

53% of GHG

Build 
awareness 
& technical 
assistance

Embed ESG 
factors into 

portfolio 
management

Bridge data & 
methodology 

gaps

Integrate 
climate risk 

into monitoring 
& supervision

Source: Adapted from NGFS Annual report (2019) 

Climate Change | The Network for Greening the Financial System
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Climate Change | Assessment Methodologies 

Various methodologies and providers emerged to assess climate physical and transition risks, ranging from scoring to scenario analysis.

Assessments can be made at the portfolio level (the alignment method), sector level (often observed in the scenario analysis method) or at 
the counterparty level (in the case of ESG scores or ratings). Considering the early stage of maturity and known inconsistencies, it’s 
recommended to combine several methods / providers. 
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Methodologies should be forward-looking over long term periods (10-30y)  

Scenario Analysis
(Physical & Transition Risk)

Description

Classification of exposures 
based on ESG scoring

Scenario analysis and
Climate stress tests

Pros & Cons

• Pros: Simple, promote dialogue, KPIs system, 
established methodology

• Cons: Comparability issues, qualitative outcome, static

• Pros: Results oriented, explicit targets

• Cons: Individual exposures missed, complex, 
comparability issues

• Pros: Risk-based, dynamic

• Cons: Complex, uncertainty, black-box

Alignment of portfolios to the 
Paris Agreement 2º scenario (or 

another scenario)

Scoring
(Physical & Transition Risk) 

Portfolio Temperature 
Alignment

(Transition Risk)
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Climate Change | Physical Risk - Example 1

• Trucost (S&P) combines asset-level information and future climate change scenarios to help asset managers. banks and investors 
understand their exposure to different types of physical risk under future climate change scenarios to inform their climate change 
TCFD reporting, risk management and investment strategies. 

10

Source: S&P Trucost

Example of Portfolio Level Physical Risk Analysis
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• BNP Paribas conducted a pilot study on nine sectors most exposed to physical risks, using the methodology and data of 
external specialists (Four Twenty Seven). Physical risk scores include three key components: operational risk, supply chain 
risk and market risk. The scores are standardised to compare the climate risk of companies of different sectors/ regions. 

Source: BNP TCFD Report for YE 2019
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Climate Change | Physical Risk - Example 2
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Climate Change | Physical Risk - Assessment Providers

• Physical risk assessment providers can be mapped based on the type of approach used (top down or bottom up) and type of 
output.  The output can be qualitative (i.e., a score) or quantitative (i.e., a financial estimate). 

12

Source: Physical Climate Related Risks – TCFD Think Tank, 2018

Coverage of physical climate 
hazards differs deeply.  Most 

of the current approaches 
address acute climate-

related phenomena while 
coverage of chronic hazards 

is emerging 
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Climate Change | Transition Risk – Sectoral Analysis Example
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Dark green %

Medium 
green %

Light green %

Neutral %

Light brown %

Medium 
brown %

Dark brown %

CORPORATE EXPOSURES BY NACE CODE (31.12.2019) EXAMPLE OF CLASSIFICATION PRINCIPLES

Electricity 
Generation

Renewables

Hydro

Nuclear

Natural Gas

Oil

Coal

Activity Technology

The economic 
activity Electricity 
Generation can be 

classified using 
technology 

metrics.

28,5% of 
the EU GHG 
emissions 
in 2018

EXAMPLE OF FLAGGING

For qualifying a counterparty or transaction based on its climate performance, exposures at sub-sector NACE 4-digit level often need to be 
supplemented by external data (e.g., GHG emissions metrics, carbon intensities) and "proxies" (e.g., technology metrics in absence of GHG 
data).

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

Administrative Activities

Real Estate Activities

Construction

Human Health Services

Electricity

Transport & Storage

Professional Activities

Financial Activities

Manufacturing

Public Administration

Water Supply

Other Services

Arts & Entertainment

Education
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A range of providers emerged for “temperature alignment” data and assessments.  
Their results can vary widely based on the data and methodologies used, as well as 
on the benchmark selected for comparison.  
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Source: The Alignment Cookbook I4CE

Bank of England’s Corporate 
Portfolio “Warming Potential”

Note: MSCI Reference Portfolio Warming Potential 
numbers provided by MSCI ESG Research

Example 

Climate Change| Transition Risk - Temperature Alignment
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Climate Change |  A Gradual Risk Management Approach
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RISK EXPOSURES HEAT-MAPPING and SCORING MEASURING IMPACT ON PDs, LGDs

Corporate 
Exposures

• Exposures per sector /      
sub-sector (amount, %)

• GHG Emissions per sector 

Physical risk evaluation: “Heat-mapping” / 
scoring based on a more granular analysis of the  
geographical location of “sensitive” exposures

Transition risk evaluation:

• Carbon footprint: portfolios WACI(*) are 
compared to a benchmark (e.g., for 
sovereigns, the G7 reference portfolio)

• More granular evaluation of exposures to 
carbon-intensive sectors (energy, mining, 
oil & gas, manufacturing, transport) are split 
by technology / sub-sector and benchmarked 
against an alignment indicator (e.g. the IEA’s 
2°C scenario).  

Available approaches:

• Translation into PD/LGD impact using 
“expert judgment” & available research 
on potential loos in value 

• Translation into PD/LGD impact using 
climate scenarios and leveraging 
IFRS9/ Stress Tests infrastructure
(requires a methodology for translating 
climate scenarios into macro-financial 
variables)

Observations: 

• A prospective approach is recommended 
for both physical & transition risks

• Current methodologies are not mature
and therefore the range of results can be 
significantly different based on 
data/methodology providers. 

• More data limitations for physical risk.   

1. Risk Identification 2. Evaluation of Significant Risks 3. Risk Quantification
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Climate Change |  Focus on Data & Data Infrastructure 

The European Banking Authority (EBA) released end of May 2021 the results of its climate risks impact study “Mapping climate risk: Main findings from the 
EU-wide pilot exercise”, which includes the results of the European Central Bank climate scenario analysis. The impact study was run on a sample of 29 

volunteer banks, representing 50% in total assets (47% in RWA) of EU banks. 

Observation #1: Physical risk.  Asset-level geospatial data is still rarely available, complete or public.  Further, physical hazards 
vulnerability factors and measurement of their impact (1) are still work in progress.  

Observation #2:  Transition risk - Data Limitations(2): 

• SMEs GHG Emissions Data were not included in banks’ submissions, although they represent a very significant portion of EU banks’ exposures. 

• Corporates GHG Emissions Data: borrower-level GHG Emission data was only available for 17% of the large EU Corporate exposures analysed. 
The % is lower when non-EU Corporates are considered.    

Observation #3: Transition risk – Sectoral Codes Approach:  the analysis cannot simply rely on NACE 4-digit codes. Additional activity- or 
technology-level data is needed, as well as mapping to CPRS codes (refer to page 2 for details). In addition, exposures to Financial companies (12%) 
had to be excluded as NACE codes to not allow linking to the real economy activities financed. 

Observation #4: Green Asset Ratio - Proxies and Bank Estimates:  there are significant differences between bank estimates and proxies 
(when available) at sector, sub-sector and borrower level (refer to page 3 for examples).  Both “greenness” proxies and bank estimates require more 
work, better data, better coverage and consistent methodologies. 

OBSERVATIONS 

(1) Physical risk top-down scenario analysis was run for the first time by the ECB part of a joint ESAs & ECB project coordinated by the ESRB.

(2) Although banks didn’t submit exposures or emissions data for SMEs and a large % of large EU Corporates, the ECB covered 90% of Corporate exposures in 
its top-down scenario analysis using Urgentem data. 

Our observations are therefore focused on data, methodology and scope limitations, which indicate the “pain points” that should be 
resolved to allow more precise climate risk analysis, risk management and disclosures.  As the NGFS’s recommends, we believe resolution of 

these “pain points” should be tackled through public / private initiatives at the EU- and international-level.   
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Climate Change | Assessing Climate Risk Management Needs
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Risk
Assessment

Climate Risk 
Models

Climate Risk 
Scenario 
Analysis

Data & Data 
Infrastructure

Front-to-End 
Processes

(incl. Reporting)

ICAAP, RAF & 
Business 
Strategy

Climate risk 
management 

gap assessment 
themes 

Financial institutions are encouraged to perform a 

maturity assessment, to compare current 

practices to stakeholders' expectations and 

establish a roadmap for alignment for the 

following dimensions:

• Risk assessment, materiality and 

prioritisation of “high risks”

• New data requirements for climate models 

and scenarios, TCFD disclosures and Pilar 3 

disclosures.  

• Impact on Business Strategy, Capital 

(ICAAP) and Risk Appetite (RAF) 

• Revisions to front-to-end processes (e.g.

credit underwriting, investment screening 

and investment allocation) 

• Models and targets: quantification of 

material climate risks, scenario analysis, 

stress testing,  model risk management

Source: Authors

How we can support or assist your teams: 

• A 6-module climate/ESG training program.

• Perform ESG data gap analysis 

• Assistance in identifying adequate ESG data 
sources per type of counterparty 
(Corporates, SMEs, Retail)

• Operational implementation of data 
requirements, process & controls 
considerations. 

• Tools to combine ESG data and bank data 

• Inter-reporting controls with other 
regulatory reports (COREP, FINREP) and 
climate risk reports (TCFD). 

• Design and documentation of ESG reporting 
processes. 

• Access to Subject Matter Experts throughout 
the implementation, from a network of ESG 
and regulatory reporting experts with actual 
banking experience.   
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Monica Rebreanu | Founder

+33 (0)6 73 10 52 42 

monica.rebreanu@impact-plus.eu

www.impact-plus.eu

CONTACT

We like to think like a forest: we believe in combining risk & finance and 
climate & sustainability perspectives, leveraging on existing strengths 

and understanding interdependencies.  

Co-authors: keilyn.ramos@impact-plus.eu, 
louis.tromparent@impact-plus.eu

mailto:keilyn.ramos@impact-plus.eu
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Transition Risk

Qualitative Disclosures

• Exposures by sector and geography subject to physical risk (acute and 
chronic) (until June 2024) 

• Exposures by sector, geography and type of physical risk (e.g., heat 
waves, floods) thereafter 

• Exposures by sector, that meet the EU Taxonomy criteria at activity level 
(e.g., maximum GHG intensity, Do Not Significantly Harm other ESG). 

• Qualitative information on ESG in governance, business models and 
strategy and risk management 

Green Assets Ratio 
(EU Taxonomy)

Physical Risk

Climate Change Data Requirements

• GHG emissions (in tCO2) for exposures to carbon-intensive sectors

• % of the portfolio covered by individual firms’ data

• Alignment distance of emissions to IEA Scenario 2º

• Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) label for real estate collateral  

Appendix 1| Example of Pillar 3 Climate Change Disclosures 
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Appendix 2| Oxford Earth Observation OxEO
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Appendix 3 | Automated carbon tracking example 
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GREENLY EXAMPLE:  For every transactions, C02 emissions are automatically computed in 3 ways:
● By product, when bank transactions refers directly to the quantity of a given product (e.g., fuel in 

transportation, electricity, gas for housing)
● By service, applying to each purchase of a given service the ratio of the company’s footprint to its turnover         

( e.g., for an IT licence or insurance)
● By average cart, composed of a typical product mix with average footprint & price for each items (e.g., for food, 

tech or clothing) using the ADEME’s validated monetary factors methodology

Carbon Tracking SaaS Output

Relabelling
Transaction Enrichment

Greenly  
Carbon AI 

B2B B2C 

Analytics EnginePayment Data CollectionPSD2 ConnectionTransactions

Accounts

Amount

Merchant

Categorie

Date & Zip

350 Green 
Categories

CO2 emitted

CO2 avoided

Alternatives

CO2 Footprint 

CO2
Forecasting

Reduction w/ 
Alternatives


